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[F. Address]

[Verso, in Arabic letters]
(1) (To) His excellency, the most illustrious elder, my lord IbrahIm (2) b.
Yijrr, the Israelite.
(1) (From) His servant Yilsuf b. IbrahIm.

{TS 10 J 32. 6v, in Hebrew characters:

(1) (To) His excellency, the most illustrious elder, my lord (2) Abraham b.
Pera.1).ya-may he rest in Eden!
(1) (From) His servant, who tha[nks him for his kindness], (2) Jose[ph b.
Abraham].}

III, 4-6 Letterftom Joseph b. Abraham to Abraham Ben Tijil re Undependable
Merchant

Aden, ca. 1136-39

III, 4. TS lOJ 12, £ 5
III,S. TS NSJ 181
III, 6. TS AS 146, £ 12

{Three contiguous pieces of a long letter, which, on recto, begins with III, 6,
continues with III, 5 and concludes with III, 4. Goitein prepared an edition
ofIII, 4 during the early stages of his work on the India Book. Years later he
added the other two small pieces and made provisional copies of their texts,
without translation or notes. Since he identified them as dealing with the
same topics and written at the same time as III, 4, when he rearranged the
documents according to the New List, they became III, 5-6. In preparing
this chapter for publication, I realized that the three items belong to the same
document.

The letter was written on (at least) two sheets of paper, pasted together
beneath III, 6, line 9. The very bottoms of the letters, 1and 1, written in this
line, appear at the top of III, 5. Nos. III, 5 and 4 comprise the lower sheet,
which was torn unevenly in two, between lines 4-6 of III, 5. The match is
perfect, and between nos. III, 5 and 4 the entire text of the lower sheet is
intact. On recto it contains 25 lines. No. III, 6's upper edge is torn unevenly;
and, in general, this piece has su£rered more damage. It consists of part of
eight or nine lines (of its first line, only the very bottom of a few letters are
intact). Were we to assume that the upper sheet had the same dimensions
and number oflines as the lower one, we would conclude that the complete
letter had on recto ca. 50 lines. Ofthese some thirty lines are intact, and parts
of three or four more remain at the top of III, 6. Verso contains between the
three pieces 31 lines, 26 on III, 4-5 and 5 on III, 6. After the last line on III,
6, there are about 5 cm with no traces of writing, and this was evidently to
be the end of the letter. Due to the poor state of preservation of the writing
on III, 6v, much of the postscript, added after the concluding greetings at the
middle of line 1, has been lost or eludes decipherment. The tops of the long
letters? on III, 6v, line I, appear at the bottom ofIII, 5v.}

Same paper, width and script as in III, 1. Beginning and end, including
the address, lost. The writer's name is mentioned in III, 4, line 19 {that of
addressee ibid., line 18; the two names in III, 6, line 6.}. At first sight, the
handwriting looks different from that in other letters written by Joseph
b. Abraham. This impression is caused by the different pens used. The
other letters were written with a broad pen, which emphasized the con
trast between thick and thin strokes and enabled the writer to give to his
letters serifs; see the introduction to III, 1. Here, a pen of medium width
was used, which caused the horizontal and vertical strokes to be of the
same thickness. However, an analysis of the form of the individual letters,
as well as of the general character of the writing shows that we have here
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the same hand as in II, 43; III, I, 3, 9; Iv, IS-II, 42; V, II and VI, 36.
The writer tried another style, adapting himself to the different pen. At
the end of the letter, approximately the last third of the verso, he relapsed
into his usual style.

The letter preceded III, 1 approximately by one year; see the introduc
tion there. The main section of the letter which has been preserved,
which deals with the measures to be taken against the young Abu 'l-Far~

b. Moses/Musa al-BaghdadI, is of special interest. BaghdadI worked for
Joseph on the basis of a commenda, according to which Joseph, as the
investor, received two thirds of the profits, and BaghdadI one third (see
margin, line 1). The young man, who had obviously misused Joseph's
confidence, tried to abscond from India to Ceylon and from there to
another country. The power of attorney, which Joseph issued against
him, may have been executed before a Muslim court, since in refer
ence to the warrant of proxy, he calls {Baghdadi's father} by the Arabic
form of his name, Musa. However,Joseph was extremely careful not to
expose the young man, unless it was established with absolute certainty
that he "deviated from the right way." He was even prepared to assist
BaghdadI with money to enable him to return to Aden. This shows that
the reputation, even of a young man, was guarded with greatest care.
On the other hand,Joseph seems not to have given up hope of retriev
ing his investment, perhaps by putting the young BaghdadI to work.

Translation

[A. Shipment of silk and arsenic and order of other commodities]

HIlI, 6] (1) and ... (2) and not ... (3) my lord. Making a bold demand l

on [your kindness, I have sent you a package] (4) through the agency
of Sheikh Abu 'Ali b. Tayyib [and (?) the Egyp]rians. 2 In it are (5)
goods, namely six manns of good [ ] silk in a waterproof satchel.3

I {Arabic ridlla. For this expression, which usually appeats in the second halfof the letter,
see 447, n. 49.

2 The restoration of the word after the break, ending with ryyn, is speculative. Abu 'Ali b.
Tayyib al-M~ri ('the Egyptian'; 'ofFustat') alone is referred to in III, 4, line 13; cf. III, 6v,
line 3. Presumably the name of another Egyptian merchant (hence the plural al-Mi~riyyin)

traveling to India appeared here, perhaps I!afir, mentioned in the margin, line 2.
3 Arabic kharita mushamma'a. I have not found this expression elsewhere in the docu

ments included in this collection.

(6) On top of the satchel is a canvas on which is written 'Abraham Yiju,
sent by Joseph b. Abraham.' (7) Moreover, I had here a bag ofyellow arse
nic. I heard that arsenic in your place (8) is in demand, and in particular
the people of Ceylon search for it a great deal. I have sent [it], my lord, (9)
to you, its weight exactly4 160 pounds. And it is fine arsenic.s Please make
an effort, [III, 5, line 1] my lord, to sell it all, as you are graciously accus
tomed to do, for whatever price God apportions (2) as livelihood.6

With the proceeds purchase for me, your servant, a small quantity of
iron, if available, and cardamom, and if (3) you can, a little borax/ or
whatever you consider proper. For one who is present sees [III, 4] (0)8 what
is not seen by [III, 5] (4) one who is absent.9 Send it to me on the first ship
traveling to Aden. And you, my lord,} [III, 4] (1) are free ofliability.lO And
if [III, 5] {(5) you, my lord, have an opportunity to come, bring it with
you, God willing.p l

[E. Shipment of copper and bronze vessels and order of new ones]

[III, 4] (2) Furthermore, I sent a mazza,12 in which there are 14'/2 pounds
of copper,13 [III, 5] {(6) including a ewer} [III, 4] (3) that is broken, a

{ Arabic bi-wfihi. Cf. III, 42, line 28.
S On the arsenic (mentioned below in III, 4, line 18), Goitein comments: Arsenic,

used for medical and criminal (poisoning) purposes is imported to India from the West
through modern times; see Watt, Commercial Products, 92-93. For its medicinal uses, see
Lev, Medicinal Substances, 48. For the use of arsenic in medical purposes in the Geniza
documents see now Isaacs, MedicalManuscripts, 125. In III, 12, line 41; III, l3,line 6 and
III, 15, line 50, it is said that no arsenic was to be had in Aden at that time.

6 For this formula, see the discussion in pages 63-65.}
7 Arabic tinkiir. In V, 1, margin, lines 7-8 spelled dinkiir. This sodium borate is

"invaluable in welding and is employed by blacksmiths, brassfounders and elect:roplat
ers" (Watt, Commercial Products, 173; cf. Maimonides-Meyerhof, no. 383. {For the use of
tinkdr in the making of jewelry in Yemen, see Qafi1,l, "LIiz," 971.

8 The first line in III, 4 contains only a few letters and was not copied by Goitein (he
restored them in III, 5, line 4, from the context). I have designated it line '0,' so as not
to alter his numbering of the rest of III, 4, because of the frequent cross-references in the
book.

9 Arabic al-qdrjiryard md Iii yard al-ghd'ib. This aphorism was used when one requested
that a partner found in another locality purchase something, the point being that he can
assess the market conditions, while the writer cannot. See Goitein, Med. Soc., 1:157, 168,
440, n. 11. It also appears in II, 58, line 14; IV, 29v, margin (so it seems, the text is frag
mentary); VII, 41, lines 27-28,32. As Prof. Joel Kraemer informs me, in Arabic sources
al-qdrjir is usually replaced by al-shdhid.

10 Cf. III, 10, lines 53-54.
II Joseph b. Abraham foresees Ben Yiju's traveling from India to Aden.}
12 About this receptacle see III, lv, line 11.
13 {Arabic ~ufr (also line 12). For the meaning of this term, see page 555, n. II.}



broken stooP4 and other things. Please be kind enough to make for me
from it (4) a basin and ewer, which should be small and simple,15 their
weight being exactlyl6 six pounds (5) or five and a half, more or less, and
a small stand for a small (6) candle; its weight should be exactly from two
to two and a half pounds; it should be simple (7) and of good workman
ship of the type you find attractiveY The rest of the copper should be
sold and added (8) to the account (in my favor).

[E. Regret for being unable to send raisins]

(14) And, my lord, I would like you to help him (Abu 'All) in all he buys
(15) and sells, for he is a strangel; unfamiliar with that country.26 What
ever you do for him (16) will reach me. May I never miss your favors!
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[C. Five presents sent]

I sent to your illustrious excellency what has no importance and which
is not (9) worth mentioning, namely a large brazilwood boxl8 contain
ingwhite sugar, an Alexandrian maqta ',19 a half a pound (10) I~bahanI2o

kohl, half a pound of 'ilk gum, four dasts21 of Egyptian paper of small
(11) size.22 Please accept this in return for some of your servicesY The
paper, the kohl, and the 'ilk are in (12) the maz;::a with the copper. The
maqta ' alone is in a piece of cloth. All this, together with the bag of silk
and the bag (13) of arsenic, is sent in the ship of Fidyar24 with the above
mentioned Sheikh Abu 'AlI b. Tayyib al_Mi~rI.25

By God, my lord, I attempted to get (17) some raisins to send to your
excellency. However, none whatsoever (18) was to be had in Aden this
year. Please forgive your servant for this.

[F. Details concerning the shipment of arsenic]

On the bag of arsenic there is written 'Abraham Yiju, (19) sent byJoseph
b. Abraham.' It is wrapped in hides.

[G. Request to deal with the affairs of the young BaghdadI]

14 Arabic leursf The copper tray, which serves as table, is placed on this. Cf. Lane,
Modern Egyptians, 146-47, illustration no. 45 (in chap. 3). In modern times, as depicted
by Lane, the kllrsf is made of wood and inlaid with mother-of-pearl, etc. Here it is made
of tinned copper. {Four wooden rods and a board for a kursi are noted in III, 24, line 34.
For a detailed discussion of the kursi, see Sadan, Mobilier, 123-33; cf. Goitein, Med Soc.,
4: BO.} On the sending of broken vessels as material for new ones see III, 1.

15 Arabic siidhij, Persian sade, i.e., without decorations like the spirals ordered in III,
lv, line 1. {The same term appears in line 6 and in one of the orders of payments of Abu
Zikri Kohen in V, 47.

16 Arabic khdl4. The same term appears in line 6; see 558, n. 26.}
17 It is noteworthy that]oseph relies on Ben Yijo.'s good taste.
18 See II, 16v, line 29, and III, 3, line 17, where also a large baqqallllya is used as a

receptacle for sugar.
19 See 571, n. 17 for this gift.
20 {From I~fahan, Persia.}
21 A dast was a certain quantity that made a set of a particular item; cf. page 304,

n.9.
22 For these commodities, see III, lv, lines 11-12.
23 {I have not seen in other letters this comment concerning gifts sent.}
24 See below verso, line 1. With the same ship and the same man (Abo. 'Ali b. Tayyib)

goods are sent by Khalaf b. Isaac in III, 10v, lines 2 and 5-6. {See also III, 6v, line 3 and
page 147.}

25 Cf. III, 1, line 11 {and III, 6, line 4}.

You, my lord, mentioned that the young man Abu 'l-Faraj b. Moses
(20) aI-BaghdadI was traveling to Ceylon. I received his letter, in which
he complained that the niikhudii (21) Ibn Abu '1-Kata'ib27 demanded
from him payment for the hire of a compartment,28 even though he

26 A similar request appears in V, 2, top, line 6.
27 Abu '1-J:Iasan b. Abu 'l-Kata'ib, a shipowner often mentioned in our papers. {See

page 149.}
28 Arabic bilij. Cf. I, 33, line 9 {where it is vocalized in the manuscript bali), with a, and

appears to mean 'bungalow'}; Iv, 30, line 4; V, 8, line 12. See Dozy, SlIppliment, 1:108b. The
word is derived from the Malayan and designates a place in a ship separated from others
by mats and serving for the storage of goods. The goods were normally covered with
hides and each merchant slept on the cover of his own bilij. Sometimes, several travelers
shared one such 'compartment'; cf. V, 8, line 12. {The bili) is discussed in Goitein, Med.
Soc., 1:315,481, n. 15, where (315) he notes that such cabins or compartments are known
from the Indian Ocean but not from the Mediterranean. The comment that one would sleep
on top ofhis consignment, found there, seems to refer only to the Mediterranean evidence,
and it is not at all dear that in the Indian Ocean one would sleep on top ofhis bili). A door
and boards for a bili) are mentioned in III, 24, lines 30, 33; accordingly, these compart
ments might have been made ofwood as well. See the discussion on cabins in Indian Ocean
ships by Meyer, Glass, 115, where it is suggested that they might have been temporary
structures erected at the beginning ofeach voyage. The aforementioned door and boards for
a bili) adds weight to this suggestion. For sharing a bili), besides V, 8, line 12, cf. VI. 38a,
line 9; both of these documents refer to the same journey on a Red Sea vessel to Aden. Also
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did not carry {alt tr.: did not agree to carry}29 for him anything (22)
in his ship.30 He also mentioned that he might travel to Ceylon or
stay on.

[NIargin] {(I) [... Between us] [III, 6] is a commenda for 259 dinars.
His share [III, 5] in it is one third of the profit,} [III, 4] while I, your ser
vant, get two thirds,31 No~ my lord, if he has traveled to Ceylon, noth
ing can be done. Howevel~ if he returns to you or if he did not make
the journey (2) {[... perhaps he intends to travel to] [III, 6] a place other
than to Aden. My lord, when [III, 5] I learned this} [III,4] news, that he
was traveling to Ceylon, I became distressed. Mtelwards I took courage
and saw that Sheikh I)afir32 b. Faraj was traveling to your place {lit., 'to
you'} [Verso] (1) this year in the ship of [[Nbrdwy {or read: Nbyrwy}J]
Fidyar. 33 I sent with him {alt. tr.: wrote and sent with himp4 a letter of
proxy, (2) {which I confirmed by witnesses; and the documentpO is (desig
nated) 'a letter of proxy against Abu 'l-Faraj b. Musa (3) al-BaghdadI.' I
did so as a matter of precaution.
No~may I, your servant, askyou a favOl~mayGod make permanent

(4) your honored position! If this young man is (still) with you, or has
come back from Ceylon and is going to (5) Aden, let no one know that
I sent a letter of proxy against him or against anyone else. Moreovel~

please tell Sheikh (6) I)afir that in this case he should not undertake
anything in the matter despite my instructions to him. However, if

see Margariti, Aden, 241; Chakravarti, "Nakhudas," 49 (which seems to be based in part on
VI, 38a, line 9). The editor ofBuzurg, 'Aja'ib ai-Hind, comments on 194, that he changed
the diacritic marks from ~ (bo/j) in the manuscript to read tl; (blnj: balanj); see also
Nadvi, "Navigation," 439~e Geniza texts written in Hebrew characters prove that <0
(bilij) is correct. Also note the English bilge.

29 Arabic ma fa'al ya~mil. In my opinion,fa'al with the word of negation denotes here
'did not agree (to do something).' Similarly, II, 75v, line 10: wa-in lam yaf'alyusallim, 'ifhe
does not agree to pay' (cf. II, 75, line 12: fa-lam yaf'a/). Goitein apparently uderstood fa'al
here as an auxiliary verb. For this possibility, see Blau, Grammar, 188, 329 (where also lam
yaf'alyadfa'ha, could be translated in my opinion 'he did not agree to pay them').

30 A warning not to pay a nakhudii, who might demand payment without cause, is
found in III, 8, line 18.}

31 The writer had given the young man capital {259 dinars} for doing business; in
such a contract the investor took two thirds of the profit and the other partner one third,
c£ VII, 10, line 6 {and Goitein, Med Soc., 1:171 ff.}.]oseph correctly writes here the clas
sicallhullhayn for tile unconnected form and not lhullhay as did the learned scribes of II,
1, line 10; IV, 3, lines 13,20,22; VII, 10, line 6.

32 See III, 10, line 23.
33 Most probably Nbrdwy {or: Nbyrwy} was tile owner of anotller ship which sailed

from Aden to India at tllat time. About Fidyar see above, line 13.
3'1 {Arabic katabtu ma'ahu. For this phrase, see 375, n. 37.
35 Arabic wal-bayyina. Goitein translated: 'confirmed by witnesses and prooE'}

(7)-God forbid-he has deviated from the right path and has declared
bankruptcy36 or intends to travel (8) to a place odler than Aden, please
inform Sheikh I)afir to produce the letter of proxy against him in order
to demand from him (9) what he owes. Sheilill I)afir is a very busy man
and perhaps will not attend to this matter {alt. tr.: will temporizep7 and
not (10) 'break' him.38 I can rely only on your excellency and your kind
ness for reprimanding him, and for dealing with {alt. tr.: to counsel him
and investigatep9 (11) this discreedy, not overdy. However, if he deviates
from the right path, there is no choice (12) but to deal with it overdy.
Please mal\:e an effort to act for your servant in this matter as is right.

Furthermore, my lord, (13) I wrote to this young man three letters,
each sent on another ship and each accompanied by another copy {lit.,
'by your letter'},40 (14) and instructed those carrying them to hand them
over only to your excellency; and (15) I told him in his letter what you
will read {alt. tr.: are reading}.4' Please, open every letter addressed to
him (16) and read it and give it to him, without his knowing (that you
read it).

36 Arabic l1uiflif. This word seems to be merchants' jargon and a combination of
1IIliflis, 'bankrupt,' and l111iflil, 'escaping,' with the t pronounced as f, perhaps under the
influence of Hebrew. Even tlle]ewish grammarian Ibn]anal~ (Hebrew Roots, 573, line
33), writes the word with f; c£ Dozy, SlIjJjJiellll11lt, 2:279a. Perhaps also compare laballala,
's'enfuir,' Dozy, ib., 1:lllb (according to an ancient source, al-Baladhuri); c£ Mez,
Rl11Iaissal1ce, 450, n. 8, 1IIl1ballit, 'pleite' (German 'Boersen-jargon'), according to Tiij al
'Anls, s.v., bit. (Tiij al- 'Anls, 19: 158, actually gives ablala in the sense of aflasa, becoming
bankrupt.) {CE Piamenta, Dictionary, 379,flilit, 'to be all gone, to be through.' Nurit Reich
calls my attention to Ratzaby, "Lesh6n6t," 111, who cites 'tliapeleta from the responsa litera
ture with the meaning 'went bankrupt.' Also note that the Mishnaic Hebrewpiishat 10 etha
regel is understood as: had insufficient funds, refused or delayed payment and absconded;
see Lieberman, Tosefta Ki-Fshutah, 6:379.

37 Arabic yatawana.}
38 Arabic yahudduhu. Perhaps this too belongs to tile merchants' jargon. Otherwise,

the writer probably omitted one d and intended to writeyuhaddiduflll, 'to threaten him.'
{According to Piamenta, Dictionary, hdd (I) means 'threaten, menace, frighten.' Goitein,
Med. Soc., 2:331, refers to the affair of Baghdadi, but inadvertently speaks of a letter of
excommunication instead of a letter of proxy and on 599, n. 17, cites III, 1, which in fact
refers to a threat of excommunication (against someone else); see III, 1, lines 13-17, and
557, n. 18.

39 Arabic mudhakaratihi wa-'ftikadika. Perhaps Goitein read mudiikhara.}
40 This procedure of sending three copies of one letter in three different ships obvi

ously was notiling exceptional. {For sending multiple copies of letters or accounts, see
page 9 (n. 23) and below, III, 6v, line 2.} With each letter,]oseph sent here another copy
{of the letter addressed to Ben Yijii} for Ben Yiju's own use; the latter needed it for refer
ence, as he was asked to hand over money to the young BaghdadI, see lines 16-21.

41 {The intention seems to be that Baghdadi's letter contained information on the affuir
but not the exact specifics, such as the instructions to read his letters, mentioned in the
continuation, since this was to be done in a clandestine fashion.}



I wrote to him in his letter (17) that I sent to you currency.+2 If he
wants {lit., 'needs'} from you about ten dinars (18) or ten mithqiils from
my goods, you should give it to him, my lord, if he is proceeding to (19)
Aden without delay.+3 However, if he deviates from the path, do not pay
him anything, my lord. (20) Thus, please inquire {alt. tr.: do not pay him
anything, my lord, after you, my lord, have inquired} into that matter;
and if he, my lord, is proceeding to Aden and asks (21) for ten mithqiils
and even more, pay them to him from my goods.

One is in (3) the ship of Fi[dyiir wit]h Sheikh Abu 'Ali. The second is in
the ship of [Nbrdwy/Nbyrwy (?)]+9 (4) with Muwaffuq al-'Ashii'iri:.50 The
third is in the ship ofIbn Abu '1-Katii'ib,51 with his son. (5) And with your
letter is a letter to Sheikh Abu 'l-Surur b. Khalliif al-Tal1;J.i.52 Please deliver!
send53 it to him.}
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[II. Shipment of sugar and letters to be forwarded to BaghdadI;
greetings]

My lord, (22) I sent him (BaghdadI) a large brazilwood box with sugar,
on [III, 5v] {(l) which is his name, through the agency of Sheikh} [III,
4v] (23) Abu 'AlI, mentioned above. [III, 5v] {(2) If he is at your place,
give him the letters and the brazilwood box} [III,4v] (24) with sugar. [III,
5v] {(3). And i£ God forbid, he is in Ceylon, kindly be so good as to send
(4) to him these letters and sugar with someone whom you trust, in your
kindness.++ Accept, my esteemed lord, (5) for yourself, best, profuse greet
ings. Whatever+5need or service you require, my lord, [III, 6v] (1) let me
know to perform it. And upon you bepeaceJ+6

[J. Postscript: three copies oEletter sent as well as another letter]

On the first of the month ofElul,+7 [... there were] (2) forwarded to his
illustrious excellency three letters with the same text, this as a precaution.+8

42 Arabic sablb; c( 560, n. 39. Adenese MalikI dinars and Egyptian mithqiifs are
intended.

43 {Arabic tukhalluf Cf. 570, n. 11.
H Obviously a second box ofsugar, orber rban that with white sugar sent as a personal

gi& to Ben Yijii (III, 4, line 8), is intended in these lines, this one as a gift to Baghdadi.
Even though his reliability was questioned, Joseph b. Abraham sent him gi&s, presumably
to mellow the caustic remarks in his letters.

45 For mara mit = 'whatever,' see 484, n. 29.
46 Hebrew we-shitlom liikh. For this expression, see 563, n. 64.
47 This letter was probably sent in a ship that sailed soon a&erwards. Arabic-Hebrew

awwal hodesh means rbe first of the month but can also designate 'the beginning of the
month.; See page 90, n. 2.

48 A clarification concerning the ships and carriers of the three copi~ of letters is added
here to III, 4v, lines 12 f£ The text here and in the following lines is effuced, and the
decipherment somewhat uncertain. As above, III, 4, line 20, and commonly found in the
Yemenite documents, kitiib, 'letter,' is feminine.

49 C£ III, 4v, line 1.
50 Also mentioned in III, 11, lines 15 (see 609, n. 11), 52.
51 See above, III, 4r, line 21.
52 See on him III, lv, line 18, and 562, n. 63.
53 Read either tujidhit or tunfidhhit.}


